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THE FALL SEASON, 1991
Anne L. Stamm and Burt L. Monroe, Jr.
The fall season for the most part was unusually warm. The temperature for
August, September and October averaged above normal and the precipitation
below normal. Strangely enough, on November 4 the overnight low was 20
degrees, which broke the record of 21 in 1966 for Louisville. Also, record lows
were set overnight in Lexington, which dropped to 28 degrees. In contrast,
Louisville set a record high on November 30 with 70 degrees and a low of 53
degrees, and in western Kentucky temperatures were in the 70s. Mild cold fronts
passed through on September 18-20, October 5-8, 19-20, and major cold fronts
on November 25 and particularly on 7-10 and 23-25.
Ducks and geese were slow in coming south with the majority arriving in
November. There was some early movement of some land birds, but hawks
were pretty much on schedule. The season as a whole was rather interesting
with a number of unusual records such as Red-necked Grebe, Plegadis ibis. Mute
and Tundra Swans, Surf Scoter, Merlin, and Snowy and Northern Saw-whet
Owls.
Observers are cautioned again that records of out-of-season birds and all
rarities must be accompanied with good details or documentation for acceptance.
Abbreviations: BH = Bailey Hollow, Calloway County; BBC = Beckham
Bird Club, Louisville; BWMA = Ballard Wildlife Management Area, Ballard
County; BNP = Beargrass Nature Preserve, Louisville; BPS = Big Pond Sanctu
ary, Grayson County; CRL = Cave Run Lake, Rowan County; CO = Cumber
land Gap, Bell County; Dan = Danville, Boyle County; DD = Dix Dam, Mercer
County; JC = Jonathan Creek, Marshall County; KBRC = Kentucky Bird
Records Committee; LBL = Land between the Lakes; L#9 = Lake #9, Fulton
County; Lou = Louisville, Jefferson County; MCNP = Mammoth Cave Na
tional Park, Edmonson County; MCFH = Minor E. Clark Fish Hatchery, Rowan
County; PM = Pine Mountain State Park, Bell County; SH = Science Hill,
Pulaski County; SCL = Sportsman Club Lake, Larue County; TP = Thurston's
Pond, Wayne County; UL = University of Louisville campus, Louisville, Jeffer
son County.
Loons through Cormorants — One to five Common Loons were seen at ten
locations from October 6 through November 23 (m.ob.), with the greatest
numbers of 83 at MCFH on November 8 (FB) and 54 at Dale Hollow Lake,
Clinton and Cumberland counties, November 14 (RH). Pied-billed Grebes were
reported in low numbers with the earliest on August 14 at SCL (KC), and the
highest number 17 at Kentucky Lake, Calloway County, on October 16 (CP).
One to two Horned Grebes were noted in central and western Kentucky from
October 25 to November 15 (BA, JTE, JEl, CMS), and 24 were seen on a
Lexington reservoir, Fayette County, on November 17 (AR, TR). A Red-necked
Grebe, a rare transient here, was found at DD on November 9 (FL, WK).
Double-crested Cormorants were widespread and migration was fairly good; the
earliest was noted at L#9 on August 3 (BM, MM) and three were at the Falls
of the Ohio on August 17 (JB, PB). There were large numbers reported at
several locations: 127 at LBL on September 28 (JB, PB), 34 on Shippingport
Island, Jefferson County, October 11 (LR), 400-\- flying over 1-264 and Brecken-
ridge Lane, Lou, on October 20 (JEl); and 130 upstream from Silo Overlook,
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LBL, on November 17 (CP). Singles were seen during the period at two locations
in Pulaski County (JEl), Green River Lake, Taylor County (JEl), and at Lake
Pewee (JH). Two to four birds were also seen at Towhead Island, Lou (JB,
PB), Wysox Lake, Ohio County (KC), and MCFH and CRL (FB). Four were
still present above McAlpine Dam (BM, MM, CMS, JB, PB) and 28 on rocks
below the hydro plant at Lou (LR) on November 18 and 23, respectively, and
four were seen at MCFH on November 23 (FB).
Herons through Swans — Although Great Blue Herons were reported from
ten locations, numbers were not large with 60 the highest count at BH and
Patterson Landing, Calloway County, on October 16 (CP) and 50 at L#9 on
August 3 (BM, MM). Numbers increased "noticeably" in recent months in the
Dan area (FL) but seemed normal at MCFH (FB). The largest concentration
of Great Egrets was at L#9 with 75+ birds (BM, MM). It was of interest to
find two Great Egrets at TP as late as November 20-23 (JEl, SKic). Fifteen or
more Snowy Egrets were also noted at L#9 on August 3 (BM, MM), and with
one observed below McAlpine Dam (LR) were the only ones reported. Three
Little Blue Herons (two adults, one immature) were seen below McAlpine Dam
August 2 (LR); an estimated 25+ (approximately equal numbers of adults and
immatures) were found at L#9 on August 3 (BM, MM); and six were at BWMA
on September 13 (CP). Cattle Egrets were observed at several locations; 29 on
August 3 flying over the Water Treatment Pond on the south edge of Hickman,
Fulton County, near dusk, perhaps to roost at Reelfoot (BM, MM); 42 were
noted at the Falls of the Ohio on August 18 (DN); 30 on the Murray University
campus, Calloway County, and 20 on the edge of Murray on November 19
(JTE, Bob Head, fide CP). Green-backed Herons continue to be scarce; the
highest count reported was 10 individuals at SCL (KC); the species was last
observed October 15 at BPS (KC). Single Black-crowned Night-Herons were
reported at MCFH on August 8 and 11, September 13 and 20 (FB). A single
Glossy/White-faced ibis was observed and photographed at MCFH, October 23
to November 1 (M. Hearn, FB, LK, BM, MM, CMS, S, FS); the record is
currently under review by the KBRC. A Tundra Swan was found at Owsley Fork
Lake in Jackson and Madison Counties on November 9 (AR, TR), and was also
observed on November 10 by (M. Flynn, fide AR) and on November 13 (CMS).
Also a Mute Swan was found on a farm pond near Verona, Boone County, on
November 23 (LMc, KCa).
Geese and Ducks — A total of 3500 Snow Geese congregated at BWMA on
November 4 (CW) and 4000 were there by November 30 (CW); two (one white
phase, one dark phase) were at MCFH, November 7-27 (FB). No others were
reported. Canada Geese were slow in coming down from the north: 44 arrived
at BWMA on September 19 (CW), numbers increased to 2500 by November 1,
and 4000 were there by the end of November (CW). In Lou the southward
migration was first noted when 20 were seen in southwestern Jefferson County
on September 29 (VJ, WJ).
The duck migration was late this year, and the majority arrived after a
strong cold front moved through November 7-13. Wood Ducks were widespread
and reported from ten locations with a concentration of 125+ at a Belleview,
Boone County, gravel pit on November 9 with smaller numbers remaining
through the end of November (LMc); the highest number reported was 150 at
LBL on November 22 (CP). Green-winged Teal were regular at LBL in September
and October, with a maximum of 16 birds on October 22 (CP); two were at
MCFH, November 9 (FB); 50 was the high count at Lake Pewee, November
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22 (JH); and 30+ were at TP on November 20 (JEI). Sixteen Am. Black Ducks
were noted at BH on October 16 (CP). One hundred Mallards had gathered at
BWMA by September 30, but the flock built up by November 8 to a count of
several thousand (CW); the entire duck population at BWMA on November 30
was 5000-6000, the majority Mallard with scattered groups of Gadwall and
mergansers (CW). Twenty Blue-winged Teal had returned to a small pond at
Somerset, Pulaski County, on September 4 (JEI); nine were seen at JC on Sep
tember 16 and six on September 30 (CP). Twelve N. Shovelers were noted at
BH on October 26 and 30-f on November 22, with 16 also at JC on November
11 (CP) and one at MCFH on November 27 (FB); elsewhere, the species was
reported from only three counties with numbers low (two to nine birds). Gad-
wall were present from October 16 to November 23 at ten locations with 300
at JC as the earliest (CP), 200 at BH October 22 (CP), 60 at CRL November 8
and 20-25 on November 9 (FB); 43 to 49 in Mercer County (FL, WK), 24 at
Mayfair basins, Jefferson County (FM), and 20 at TP (JEI), smaller numbers
were elsewhere. American Wigeons were reported from only five locations, with
60 at BH on November 22 (CP) as the high count and 30 at Lake Pewee
(JH) and 16 at the Mayfair basins, Jefferson County (CMS), as the next
highest counts, Canvasbacks were scarce (one to eight) and were first sighted on
November 8 at McAlpine Dam, Lou (CMS); four were at Lake Pewee,
November 13 (JH), five at CRL and 2 at MCFH on November 15 (FB); and
one female on a quarry pond east of Lou, November 23-24 (BM, CMS). On
November 17 there were 12 species of Anatidae at DD including 150 Redheads,
six Ring-necked Ducks, three Greater Scaup, 12 Red-breasted Mergansers, and
single female Buffiehead and Lesser Scaup, but the next day all were gone
(WK, fide FL); there was also a large mixed raft of 400-500 ducks, mostly
Redheads and scaup, at CRL on November 8, the largest duck concentration
ever recorded there (FB). The number of Redheads was the largest flock ever
found there. Single Redheads were also found in western Kentucky at BH on
November 22 and at L#9 on November 23 (CP). Ring-necked Ducks were
widespread and fairly good flights were noted: they peaked at 295 at Lake
Pewee on November 29 (JH), 200-f- were on a quarry pond northeast of
Middletown, Jefferson County, on November 18 (BM) and again the following
day (BM, CMS); 50 were at Fishing Creek Recreational Area, Pulaski County,
on November 8 (JEI); 100 were at Owsley Fork Lake on November 9-12
(AR, TR) and smaller numbers elsewhere. The only Greater Scaup reported
were the three mentioned above at DD. Fifty plus Lesser Scaup at Fishing Creek
Recreational Area on November 8 was the largest number reported (JEI); 25
birds were on Owsley Fork Lake, November 9 (AR, TR) and 16 were noted
at L#9 on November 23 (CP). A single Oldsquaw was seen on Reservoir #4,
Lexington, Fayette County, with a raft of 500-f waterfowl including Red-
breasted Mergansers, Redheads, Hooded Mergansers, et. a!., November 17 (AR,
m.ob.). A Surf Scoter was present on Freeman Lake, Hardin County, on
November 17 (LC). What happened to the Common Goldeneye? Only two
reports were received, of single birds: one in Boone County and one in Fulton
County (LMc, CP, respectively). Six Buffiehead were noted on the Ohio River
off Towhead Island, Jefferson County, on November 4 (CMS); three to seven
were at Lake Pewee November 6-22 (JH); 24 were on a Lexington reservoir,
November 17 (AR, TR), one at DD on the same date (WK fide FL); 12 at
L#9 November 23 (CP); and numbers "appear to be normal" at CRL (FB),
Interesting was the flock of 125+ Hooded Mergansers at TP on November 20
(JEI); also, 59 were noted at City Lake, Taylor County, on November 10 (LC),
14 at a pond in Prospect, Jefferson County, November 14 (FM); 13 at Lake
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Pewee on November 6 (JH); 20-25 at MCFH and CRL commonly during the
period (FB); on a Lexington reservoir (no numbers) on October 25 (BA); and
a large concentration of 250 at LBL on November 6 (CP). The following Red-
breasted Mergansers were reported: one to two on a small pond in Prospect,
Jefferson County, on November 9 and 18 (FM), 12 at DD on November 17
(WK fide PL), two at Freeman Lake on November 17 (LC), and six above
McAIpine Dam, November 18 (JB, PB, BM, MM, CMS). Six Ruddy Ducks
had returned to BH by October 16 (CP); one to two at MCFH between October
24 and November 8 (FB); two were at Camp Ernst November 2 (LMc), 20
at LBL November 6 (CP); four at Owsley Fork Lake, November 9 (AR, TR);
two to seven at Lake Pewee, November 13-29 (JH); one at Towhead Island,
Jefferson County, November 18 (JB, PB, BM, MM, CMS); and 50 at L#9,
November 23 (CP).
Hawks through Cranes — Black Vultures were recorded in numbers at
MCFH, with 35 on October 6, 45 on October 11, 37 on October 12 and 60 on
October 18 (FB); a flock of 10 was also reported near Leitchfield, Grayson
County (KC). The largest number of Turkey Vultures reported was 80 at MCFH
on October 6 (FB); a flock of 44 migrating birds was noted along Rt. 21 in
southern Madison County on November 13 (CMS); and at least 20 were seen
with the Black Vultures mentioned above in Grayson County on November 27.
An Osprey was first noted at the Falls of the Ohio, Jefferson County, on August
8 (DN); two were there on August 17 (JB, PB); and singles were noted in
BWMA and Marshall County (CP), Ohio County (BE, TE), and Madison and
Henderson counties (AR, LR). Seven Mississippi Kites were observed at BWMA
(six adults, one immature) on August 4 (BM, MM). Fair numbers of wintering
Bald Eagles appeared in western Kentucky in early November, with up to 25
birds present during the period (CP, CW); an adult was present at L#9 August 3
(BM, MM); one immature was seen at MCFH on September 13 (FB); and an
injured bird was found in Crittenden, Grant County (KCa). A single Northern
Harrier was observed on the Peabody Homestead Mine, Ohio County, on August
28 (KC, LR), but 25 were there on November 29 (KC, HLC); one near
Chaney Lake, Warren County (DCh), one in Calloway County on September
27 (CP), one at MCFH on October 26 (BA), one near Prospect, Jefferson
County, on November 18 (FM), a few in the Dan area (Boyle and Mercer
Counties — FL), and one in Taylor County (JEl) were the only others reported.
Sharp-shinned Hawks were found at seven locations: Beargrass Nature Preserve,
Lou (JB, PB); Bernheim Forest, Bullitt County (JB, PB); LBL (JB, PB); Lincoln
County (JEl); southwest Lou (WJ, VJ); MCFH (BA) and Westport, Oldham
County (BM, BBC). All reports were of single birds except for two at MCFH on
October 25 and three near Westport on October 6. Cooper's Hawks were observed
singly from five locations, and four birds were noted on the Westport trip on Oc
tober 6 (BM, BBC). Single Red-shouldered Hawks were seen at LBL on September
28 (JB, PB) and at CO on October 25 (BA). Three flocks of Broad-winged
Hawks totaling about 500 birds were noted five miles north of Hazard, Perry
County, on October 17 (DSp). Fair numbers of Rough-legged Hawks were
present with 11 birds in Boyle County on November 25 going to roost in conifers
(FL, WK); the first observation was made in Clark County with two birds on
October 25 (BA); other sightings included four in Ohio County (KC), three in
southwestern Jefferson County (DS), one in Boone County (LMc), and one
in Hart County (SK). Am. Kestrels appeared to be more numerous this fall in
western Kentucky (CP). The rare Merlin was seen at Westport, Oldham County,
on October 6 (BM, BBC). A Peregrine Falcon was seen on three dates at the
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Falls of the Ohio; August 17 (JB, PB), October 29 (CMS), and November 16
(CMS).
Approximately 40 Wild Turkeys were seen one mile south of Beaver Dam,
Ohio County, August 25 (BE, TE). American Coots were in good numbers and
began appearing in small numbers at Lake Pewee, Hopkins County, October 12
(JH), but by November 6 an estimated I300-\- were there (JH), and 800 were
noted at Dale Hollow Lake in Clinton and Cumberland counties, November 14
(RH). The flight of Sandhill Cranes was widespread, but numbers were low
with the exception of some 3000 that passed over the Crescent Hill Reservoir,
Lou, on November 27 in a 40-minute period (HS), and a flock of about 200
and another heard (but not seen) of perhaps similar size in eastern Lou on
November 5 (DN). Two cranes were noticed flying over BPS, Grayson County,
on October 17 and 19 (KC, HLC), three at BWMA, Ballard County, November
4 (CW), four over the UL campus, November 6 (BM, CMS), 49 near
Burlington, Boone County, November II (LMc), six over northern Madison
County, November 13 (CMS), 23 at DD November 17 (MM), and 42 in
Mercer County the same date (WK fide FL). Other records in late November
included the following: five at Falls of the Rough, Grayson County (KC); 14
over SH (JEl); eight near Cooley Lake, Wayne County (JEl); 35 over-Somerset,
Pulaski County (JEI); and small numbers over Munfordville, Hart County (SK).
Shorebirds through Terns — Although 16 species of shorebirds were en
countered in the state, numbers were very small. Two Black-bellied Plovers were
at JC on October 19 (CP), and one was seen at MCFH on November 7 and 8
(FB). There was but a single observation of Lesser Golden-Plover, one bird
below McAlpine Dam, Lou, November 18 (LR). Semipalmated Plovers were
reported from three locations: five at L#9 on August 3 (BM, MM), one at
BWMA on August 4 (BM, MM), and two at MCFH on August 20 and one
on October 12 (FB). Greater Yellowlegs were present in nine counties: Boone
Fulton, Jefferson, Larue, Marshall, Pulaski, Rowan, Trigg and Wayne, but
only in numbers from one to twelve; the earliest bird was at L#9 on August
3 (BM, MM), the latest November 23 at L#9 (CP) and at a pond at Somerset,
Pulaski County (JEl). Up to three Lesser Yellowlegs were present at MCFH
August 6 through 17, and up to six at LBL and JC September 16 to November
6 (CP). One Solitary Sandpiper was noted at MCFH on August 6 and 8, and
three on August 17 (FB); one was seen at L#9 and two at Hickman, Fulton
County, August 3 (BM, MM); and one was at the Falls of the Ohio, Lou,
August 18 (DN). One to three Spotted Sandpipers were noted August 3 to
October 30 at five locations (BM, MM, JH, KC, JEl).'Five Semipalmated Sand
pipers were seen at MCFH on August 11 and 17, and 21 on August 20 (FB);
25+ were at L#9 on August 3 and three at BWMA on August 4 (BM, MM);
three were at McDougal Lake, Larue County, on August 14 (KC); and five
were at JC on October 21 and eight on October 23 (CP). A few Western
Sandpipers showed up between August 3 and November 6: two at L#9 (BM,
MM); up to five at BWMA (BM, MM, CP); three at LBL (CP); two at the
Ghent Power Plant, Carroll County (LMc, m. ob.); and three at MCFH on
August 11 and nine on August 20 (FB). Least Sandpipers were at MCFH from
August 6 through October 27, with a maximum of 18 on August 20 (FB, BA,
BM); one at L#9 on August 3 and two at BWMA on August 4 (BM, MM); and
nine at Fishing Creek Recreational Area, Pulaski County, November 22 (JEl).
One White-rumped Sandpiper appeared at MCFH on August 11 (FB). Two
Baird's Sandpipers were noted at the Falls of the Ohio on August 11 and at
least six on August 24 (BBC); two were present at MCFH on August 20 (FB).
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There seemed to be more Pectoral Sandpipers than any other shorebird: 100+
al L#9 on August 3 and four at BWMA on August 4 (BM, MM); eight at SCL
on August 14 (KC); a maximum of 75 at MCFH on August 20 (FB), with
smaller numbers throughout the period (FB, BA, CMS, BM, MM, S, FS);
eight at the Falls of the Ohio, September 7 (BBC), and one there as late as
November 8 (CMS); a maximum of 24 at JC with many other observations
between September 16 and November 23 (CP); one to ten at a small pond at
Somerset from October 16 to November 18, with one bird still present at Pulaski
County Park, November 22 (JEl, SK); three at Lake Linville, Rockcastle County,
October 25 (AR, TR); and four at Lake Pewee, November 13 (JH). Fair
numbers of Dunlin were present but most of them appeared after mid-October:
a maximum of 20 at MCFH on November 8, with occurrence of smaller numbers
between October 18 and November 24 (FB, MM), three arrived at SCL on
October 20 (JEl); 30 were present at JC on October 23 with other reports
there during the period; one to four at Camp Ernst Lake, Boone County,
November 1-9 (LMc); 28 at Pulaski County Park, November 14 (JEl); four in
Boyle County on November 18 with two still at the same pond on November
21 (FL); 25 at TP on November 20-23 (JEl, SKic); 13 still present at Pulaski
County Park on November 22 (JEl); and 50 noted at L#9 on November 23
(CP), One Stilt Sandpiper was noted at JC on September 16 and 30, and four
were there on the rather late date of November 6 (CP). Buff-breasted Sandpipers
were only reported from the Falls of the Ohio: one below McAIpine Dam,
September 5 (LR) and two in the same area on September 7 (BBC). Up to
nine dowitchers (sp.?) were reported at JC from September 16 to October 23;
two were at MCFH on October 26 (BA) and 31 (S, FS). The high count of
Common Snipe was at TP with 62+ birds on November 20 (JEl, SKic); a maxi
mum of 15 at MCFH on November 15 (FB), with occurrence from August 8
through November 27 (FB, BA); up to nine birds were reported on several
observations at JC between October 21 and November 11 (CP); and several
others were reported in Hopkins, Boyle and Pulaski counties (JH, MM and JEl,
respectively).
Bonaparte's Gulls were numerous in the Lou area after a strong cold front
moved through in early November, with 70+ present below the hydroelectric
plant at the McAIpine Locks and Dam on November 10, 50+ above McAIpine
Dam on November 18 (BM, MM, CMS, JB, PB), 100+ at the Falls of the
Ohio, November 28 (BM, MM), and smaller numbers upstream at Towhead
Island and at Indian Hills, Lou; 19 had returned to DD November 2 (MM,
FL, WK), and 20 were there November 23 (FL); 21 were seen at the mouth
of JC on November 21, and 40+ at BH on November 22 (CP); numbers were
higher than usual at MCFH from November 7 through 27, with a maximum
of 78 on the latter date (FB); and others were noted at Freeman Lake (LC).
Ring-billed Gulls were widespread, but not numerous; the earliest report for
LBL was September 16 (CP). Four Herring Gulls wee seen at LBL, Marshall
County, on November 6 (CP). A Black-legged Kittiwake, a rarity here, was
present below the hydroelectric plant at the McAIpine Locks and Dam on
November 28 and fed with the many Bonaparte's and Ring-billed Gulls (JEl,
BM, MM).
There were few comments about the terns, although four species were
reported. Only one to six Caspian Terns were reported from the Falls of the
Ohio August 9-24 (LR, BBC). One Common Tern was seen at the Falls on
August 9 (LR), and two were reported at MCFH on September 18 (FB). Two
Forster's Terns were noted at Fishing Creek Recreational Area, Pulaski County,
on September 19 (JEl); from 6-9 birds at JC, October 19-21 (CP); and four at
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BH on the rather late date of November 22 (CP). Fifteen plus Least Terns
were observed at L#9 on August 3 (BM, MM) and 30+ were found at the
Water Treatment Pond on the south edge of Hickman, Fulton County, also
August 3 (BM, MM). Two Black Terns were seen at the Falls of the Ohio on
August 18 (DN).
Owls through Woodpeckers — A Barn Owl was found in Boyle County,
November 25 (FL). Three Great Horned Owls were heard calling at Morehead,
Rowan County, on November 26 (FB); others were heard at BPS (KC) and in
the Dan area (FL). A Snowy Owl reached Trimble County and was noted on
November 18-21; the bird was in a weakened condition and was captured by
members of a raptor rehabilitation staff, but later died. One Long-eared Owl
returned to Ohio County and was seen on November 30 (KC, AW, MW). A
N, Saw-whet Owl was on a cliff ledge overlooking Grayson Lake where
Highway 7 crosses the Little Sandy River, Elliott County, on October 2 (LK).
Common Nighthawks were noted on August 21 and 29 with 50 observed
over St. Matthews, a suburb of Lou (JB, PB), and 62 in southwestern Jefferson
County on the latter date (DS); several hundred were seen over Westport Road,
Jefferson County, on September 5 (DN); small numbers were observed through
out September; one bird was last seen on October 25 in downtown Lou (Barry
Nichols, fide CMS). Ten Ruby-throated Hummingbirds were still at BPS feeders
on September 18 and the last one left on October 17 (KC); this is a rather late
date, but the species identification is definite. Three Red-headed Woodpeckers
were seen migrating through CG on September 28 (CMS) and six at LBL on
the same date (JB, PB). Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers continue to be scarce;
occasionally one or two are seen. The first observation was at MCNP, Edmonson
County, on September 21 with one bird noted (JB, PB); two were at BNP on
October 4 (JB, PB); and two were at BPS in November (KC).
Flycatchers through Wrens — Single Olive-sided Flycatchers were seen in
east Lou, Jefferson County, on September 6 (DN) and along a "wagon road"
near a cornfield along the Mississippi River below BWMA on September 12
(LR). A Yellow-bellied Flycatcher was noted in Dan on September 12 (FL).
Rather late Eastern Kingbirds were reported on September 27, one along Heaton-
Ford Road, SH (JEl) and two on the PM golf course. Bell County, with one
lingering at the latter location on September 29 (LMc). On August 3 "hundreds"
of Purple Martins were "streaming in to roost" near L#9 well before sunset
(BM, MM). Migration of the Tree Swallow was noted on August 3 when 300
birds were seen at L#9 (BM, MM); 50-75 were seen at Bemheim Forest,
Bullitt County, October 7 (JB, PB); one was noted in Boone County on Novem
ber 2 (LMc); and five birds were seen in Pulaski County on November 3
(JEl). Fifty plus Northern Rough-winged Swallows were observed at BWMA
on August 4, and 200 Bank Swallows were noted at L#9 on August 3 (BM, MM).
Red-breasted Nuthatches had returned by September 22 at Bernheim Forest
(JB, PB); one was reported from CG on October 25 (BA). Brown Creepers
were late in returning and were first reported at BNP on October 3 (JB, PB).
A few Bewick's Wrens were reported: one at the U.S. Army ordinance depot,
Madison County (WD), and two all during the period at a Leitchfield residence,
Grayson County (KC). A few Winter Wrens were on schedule and noted from
September 23 to November 6 (BA, JB, PB, FL, BM, CMS). Two Sedge Wrens
were heard singing at BWMA on August 4 (BM, MM); no others were reported.
Kinglets through Shrikes — Golden-crowned Kinglets appeared to be late
in returning as the first observation was at BNP on October 3 (JB, PB). A Veery
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at BNP on September 8 was rather early (JB, PB). The thrush migration ap
peared to be poor and arrival rather late. There was some evidence of the
migration of American Robins on October 20 when "several thousand" were
seen flying over Crescent Hill Reservoir, Lou (JEI). Eleven was the high count
of Am. Pipits found in Pulaski County, October 26 (JEI); one was at MCFH
on October 29 (BM) and November 8 (FB); and four were at TP on November
20 (JEI, SKic). There was some movement of Cedar Waxwings in September
with lOO-f- at Mammoth Cave National Park on September 21 (JB, PB), 30+
at BPS, September 17 (KC); 23 in a yard in southwestern Jefferson County,
October 15 (DS); and good numbers in Hart County (SK). There were few
comments on the Loggerhead Shrike, but it was encouraging that one to three
birds are seen "every time out" in the Dan area (FL).
Vireos through Dickcissel — The earliest reported Philadelphia Vireo was
September 12 in Dan (FL); one to three were noted at BNP, MCNP, Bernheim
Forest, and LBL between September 14 and October 4 (JB, PB). The warbler
migration was not spectacular; 27 species were reported, but numbers were
low. A Golden-winged Warbler showed up on August 18 at BNP (JB, PB), and
another was at Munfordville on September 14 (SK). A Tennessee Warbler was
fairly early on August 18 at Lou (JB, PB); three were fairly late on the UL
campus, November 5 and 6 (BM, CMS). Orange-crowned Warblers were re
ported from three locations; two were rather late on November 5 and 6 on the
UL campus (BM, CMS). The Nashville Warbler, uncommon in fall, was seen
as late as November 5 and 6 on the UL campus (BM, CMS). A male Black-
throated Blue Warbler was observed at PM on September 28 (CMS). Approxi
mately three flocks of Yellow-rumped Warblers totaling 175 birds were noted at
MCFH on September 13, with regular occurrence subsequent to that date.
Black-throated Green Warblers were fairly widespread and were present from
September 2 to October 16 (JB and KC, respectively). Pine Warblers were heard
from August until October 13 in the Madisonville area (JH). A Palm Warbler
was seen as late as November 29 in Green County (LC), Bay-breasted Warblers
were reported from seven locations, the latest October 26 in the Dan area (FL).
A Blackpoll Warbler, rare here in the fall, was "minutely studied" at Dan on
October 1 (FL). Several Am. Redstarts were reported at PM September 27-29
(CMS), and one was at Lou on October 4 (JB, PB) and October 8 (CMS). A
few Ovenbirds lingered fairly late: one was observed on October 14 in Valley
Station, southwestern Jefferson County (DS), and two lingered in eastern
Jefferson County until October 27 (AM). A Northern Waterthrush was seen at
LBL on September 2 (DC). Two Kentucky Warblers were seen at Lou on
September 19 (MB). Ten plus Blue Grosbeaks, three males still singing, were
observed in Logan and Todd counties on August 3 (BM, MM). Several Dick-
cissels were still heard singing near L#9 on August 3 (BM, MM).
Sparrows through Siskins — The sparrow migration appeared to be later
than normal. Winter sparrows have been low in numbers, especially the White-
crowned. A LeConte's Sparrow was noted in a field beside Owsley Fork Lake.
Madison/Jackson counties, on November 13 (CMS). There was some move
ment of Chipping Sparrows noted at SH when 20 birds were recorded on
October 23 (JEI); single birds were seen at Levy Jackson State Park, Laurel
County, on October 25 (BA) and as late as November 2 at Centre College
campus, Dan (MM). Approximately 23 Vesper Sparrows were present at
MCFH on November I (FB). Dark-eyed Juncos were late in arriving too, with
the earliest reported at BPS on October 16 with 11 birds (KC), then at MCFH
on October 18 (FB), Valley Station on October 21 (DS), Hopkins County on
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October 22 (JH), and in Lou November 4 (S); numbers have been low. White-
throated Sparrows were first noted on October 10 at Owsley Fork Lake, Madison
County (AR, TR). A migrating flock (150 birds) of Brown-headed Cowbirds
was seen in Seneca Park, Lou, on September 23 (JB, PB). Purple Finches have
been very scarce; earliest reports were on October 20 at Hopkins County (B.
West, fide JH) and October 26 at MCFH (BA). House Finches are numerous
everywhere and 70-j- were observed at feeders in SH on November 30 (JEl).
Small Numbers of Pine Siskins appeared with the earliest observations at
Burlington, Boone County, on November 2 (LMc), increasing to 18 there by
November 18 (KCa). Other sightings with two to five birds were at Lou
(S, FS), Mt. Washington (DC), Berea, Madison County (AR, TR), and Science
Hill (Diane Elmore fide JEl).
Contributors — Brad Andres (BA), Mary Bauer (MB), Jane Bell (JB),
Pat Bell (PB), Fred Busroe (FB), Kathy Caminiti (KCa), Joe Caminiti (JCa),
David Chaffin (DCh), H. L. Clay (HLC), Kathryn Clay (KC), Dona Coates
(DC), Lloyd Curry (LC), Wayne Davis (WD), Brenda Baden (BE), Tony
Eaden (TE), Jackie Elmore (JEl), Joe Tom Erwin (JTE), James W. Hancock
(JH), R. Hines (RH), Violet Jackson (VJ), Wilbur Jackson (WJ), Judi Jones
(JJ), William Kemper (WK), Steve Kickert (SKic), Steve Kistler (SK), Lewis
Kornman (LK), Frederick Loetscher (FL), Lee McNeely (LMc), Alice Marion
(AM), Fred Mansmith (FM), Coleen Mansmith (CM), Burt L. Monroe, Jr.
(BM), Mark Monroe (MM), Doxie Noonan (DN), Donald Parker (DP), Lene
Rauth (LR), Art Ricketts (AR), Tina Ricketts (TR), Helga Schutte (HS), Don
Spencer (DSp), Anne L. Stamm (S), F. W. Stamm (FS), Russell Starr (RS),
Thomas Stephens (TS), C. Michael Stinson (CMS), Donald Summerfield (DS),
Charles Wilkins (CW), Alita Wilson (AW), Montelle Wilson (MW); m.ob. =
many observers.
— Anne L. Stamm, 9101 Spokane Way, Louisville 40241, and Burt L. Monroe, Jr.,
Department of Biology, University of Louisville, Louisville 40292.
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FIRST REPORT OF THE KENTUCKY
BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE
Burt L. Monroe, Jr., Secretary
The past year (1991) was the first one for the operation of the Kentuclcy
Bird Records Committee (hereafter KBRC), at present an ad hoc committee of
the Kentucky Ornithological Society. This report is the first such annual one of
the KBRC, covering actions taken through the calendar year 1991.
Authorization for formation of the committee was given by the Board of
Directors of the KOS at its fall meeting in 1990. The committee's primary charge
is to determine the validity of records of rare birds within Kentucky, to maintain
the documentation materials for these records, and to publish annually a summary
of the deliberations of the KBRC.
Initially, the KBRC consisted of five members: Blaine Ferrell, Fred Loetscher,
Bm-t Monroe, Jr. (Secretary), Brainard Palmer-Ball, Jr., and Anne Stamm. Fol
lowing the third round of circulations (completion of the first twelve cases),
Brainard Palmer-Ball resigned and was replaced by Mike Stinson.
In 1991, there were six rounds of circulations through the KBRC involving
17 cases (2 of these involved the same record, thus there were 16 different
reports for deliberation by the committee). The three cases circulated on'Round
6 (Lawrence's Warbler, Plegadis ibis, and Red Phalarope) are currently in their
second circulation and unresolved at this point; results of the final decisions will
appear in the 1992 report. Thus, there were 13 individual records finalized in
1991, and the report of these follows.
Accepted records:
Gavia stellaia. Red-throated Loon. [#91-1] November 25, 1990, Towhead
Island, Ohio River at Louisville, Jefferson County (PB, JB, BPB, DP). [#91-7]
December 15, 16 and 19, 1990, Kentucky Lake ca. 1.5 miles above Kentucky
Dam along the western side of the lake, Marshall County (BPB, DP, CP, CM,
JTE).
Gavia pacifica. Pacific Loon. [#9I-6] December 15 and 19, 1990, Ken
tucky Lake ca. 1.5 miles above Kentucky Dam along the western side of the
lake, Marshall County (BPB, DP). Although the photographs are excellent, the
KBRC notes that without a specimen, absolute confirmation between Pacific
Loon and Arctic Loon (Gavia arciica) in this plumage is not possible; the decision
was based on high probability of correct identification in addition to the more
expected occurrence of Pacific. A first state record.
Cygnus columbianus. Tundra Swan [#91-8] January 2-11, 1991, transient
wet-weather basin adjacent to South Junior High School, Somerset, Pulaski County
(JE, DE, SK, GH, BMu). [#91-13] April 13, I99I, transient lake, Bowling Green,
Warren County (RH).
Anas cyanoptera. Cinnamon Teal. [#91-12] April 6, 1991 (pair), northeast
of Owensboro, north of Iceland Road less than a mile from its junction with U.S.
60 (MS, BMon).
Larus fuscus. Lesser Black-backed Gull. [#91-10] December 8-9, 1990
(2 adults, 1 first-year), December 15-16, 1990 (I adult, 2 first-year), vicinity of
Barkley Dam, Lyon/Livingston counties (BPB, DP, CP, CM, JTE).
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Sterna forsteri. Forster's Tern. [#91-11] February 12, 1991, Kentucky
Lake at Bailey Hollow, along west shore about mile 58, Calloway County (CP).
Dendroica discolor. Prairie Warbler. [#91-2] December 22, 1990, KY
1238 less than a mile north of its junction with Pack Lane northeast of Garrett,
Meade County (BPB).
Seiurus aurocapillus. Ovenbird. [#91-9] December 15, 1990, behind Rally's
parking lot on Preston Highway, Louisville, Jefferson County (RH).
Geothlypis irichas. Common Yellowthroat. [#9I-3] December 22, 1990,
Fort Knox Military Reservation near end of Pack Lane northeast of Garrett,
Meade County (BPB).
Icterus (galbiila) galbula. Northern (Baltimore) Oriole. [#91-4 and
#91-5] January 9-21, 1991, feeder at 2634 Westmoreland Road, Lexington,
Fayette County (ES, BW, SV, JW, BMor). The single individual was initially
reported as a probable "Bullock's" [/. (galbula) buUockii\, but this case was re
solved after several circulations as a female or immature male Baltimore. Com
parison of the photograph with a large series of specimens at the Smithsonian
Institution, plus comparison with the only other winter specimen of Northern
Oriole from Kentucky (an individual in the same plumage taken at a feeder in
Louisville), led to the decision. The KBRC notes, however, that without a
specimen, absolute confirmation between Baltimore and Bullock's in this plumage
is not possible; the decision was based on high probability of correct identification
in addition to the more expected occurrence of Baltimore.
Observers: Jane Bell (JB), Patricia Bell (PB), Jackie Elmore (JE), Diane
Elmore (DE), Joe Tom Erwin (JTE), Richard Healy (RH), Gay Hodges (GH),
Steve Kickert (SK), Burt Monroe (BMon), Bob Morris (BMor), Carl Mowery
(CM), Bob Murphy (BMu), Brainard Palmer-Ball (BPB), Don Parker (DP),
Clell Peterson (CP), Mike Stinson (MS), Esther Sutton (ES), Sonja Vigh (SV),
Jim Williams (JW), Bernice Wood (BW).
Rejected record:
Gavia adamsii. Yellow-billed Loon. May 18, 1991, just above Kentucky
Dam, Marshall County. In addition to this report, the bird was noted earlier in
May by several observers, including two members of the KBRC. This individual
was a peculiar bird, indeed, displaying the strange upturned profile of this
species but nevertheless showing some characters (e.g., head shape and size,
darker culmen) of a Common Loon. Without a documented specimen it would
not be possible to identify this bird with certainty, thus a species of this extreme
rarity this far east would require a much greater level of documentation and
confirmation to be accepted as a first state record.
Below is the "Review List," which includes those species that are required
to be circulated through the KBRC before acceptance as a Kentucky record.
In addition, any record (past or present) that someone feels should be evaluated
may be circulated through the committee; any documentation materials for such
records should be sent directly to the Secretary. Re-evaluation of a record that
has already received a KBRC decision requires submission of new materials and
documentation that might lead to change of the earlier evaluation.
Gavia pacifica (Pacific Loon); Podiceps grisegena (Red-necked Grebe);
Aechmophorus occidentalis (Western Grebe); Pterodroma hasitata (Black-
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CAPPED Petrel); Morus bassanus (Northern Gannet); Anhinga anhinga
(Anhinga); Egretta tricolor (Tricolored Heron); Egretta rufescens (Reddish
Egret); Eudocimus albus (White Ibis); Plegadis sp. (White-faced/Glossy
Ibis); Ajaia ajaja (Roseate Spoonbill); Mycleria americana (Wood Stork);
Chen rossii (Ross* Goose); Anas cyanoptera (Cinnamon Teal); Auas penelope
(Eurasian Wigeon); Somateria spectabilis (King Eider); Histrionicus histrionicus
(Harlequin Duck); Oxyura dominica (Masked Duck); Buteo swainsoni (Swain-
son's Hawk); Falco mexicanus (Prairie Falcon); Coturnicops noveboracensis
(Yellow Rail); Porphyriila martinica (Purple Gallinule); Himantopus mexi
canus (Black-necked Stilt); Numenius phaeopus (Whimbrel); Limosa haemas-
tica (Hudsonian Godwit); Limosa fedoa (Marbled Godwit); Calidris maritime
(Purple Sandpiper); Philomachus pugnax (Ruff); Phalaropus lohatus (Red
necked Phalarope); Phalaropus fulicaria (Red Phalarope); Stercorarius poma-
rinus (Pomarine Jaeger); Larus californicus (California Gull); Larus glau-
coides (Iceland Gull); Larus juscus (Lesser Black-backed Gull) [except on
Kentucky Lake or Lake Barkley]; Larus marinus (Great Black-backed Gull);
Rissa tridactyla (Black-legged Kittiwake); Xema sabini (Sabine's Gull);
Columba fasciata (Band-tailed Pigeon); Crotophaga sulcirostris (Groove-billed
Ani); Selasphorus rufus (Rufous Hummingbird); Sayornis saya (Say's Phoebe);
Pyrocephalus rubinus (Vermilion Flycatcher); Tyrannus verticalis (Western
Kingbird); Tyrannus forficata (Scissor-tailed Flycatcher); Tyrannus savana
(Fork-tailed Flycatcher) ; Salpinctes obsoletus (Rock Wren) ; Sialia currucoides
(Mountain Bluebird); Lanius excubitor (Northern Shrike); Dendroica nigre-
scens (Black-throated Gray Warbler); Dendroica kirtiandii (Kirtland's
Warbler); Pheucticus melanocephalus (Black-headed Grosbeak); Spizella pal-
lida (Clay-colored Sparrow); Ammodramus leconteii (Le Conte's Sparrow);
Ammodramus caudacutus (Sharp-tailed Sparrow); Zonotrichia querula (Harris's
Sparrow); Pinicola enucleator (Pine Grosbeak); Carduelis psaltria (Lesser
Goldfinch); Passer montanus (Eurasian Tree Sparrow).
In addition, all species heretofore unrecorded or deemed extirpated in Ken
tucky also require documentation. Records of difficult to identify rare birds
(e.g., immature swans and goshawks) and unlikely out-of-season birds (e.g.,
winter Broad-winged Hawks, Ospreys, and most warblers), should be circulated
through the KBRC as well. The current official "Kentucky List" stands at 343
species (15 of which are by sight record only), with the Pacific Loon, Tricolored
Heron and Prairie Falcon added since the 340 species in Monroe et al. (1988,
Annotated Checklist of the Birds of Kentucky, published by the K.O.S.).
One major problem confronts the committee: the failure of persons to submit
records of rare Kentucky birds to the committee. The committee is aware, for
example, of a 1991 report (including photographs) of the Black-shouldered Kite
(potential first state record), and of photographs of higher quality than currently
available for the Plegadis ibis, which might lead to a new resolution of this case,
as well as 1991 reports of several other species on the "Review List." The KBRC
is unable to evaluate these if they are not submitted. We would like to request
that all such reports of first state records, or of rarities as noted in the "Review
List," be submitted to the KBRC, either in the form of documentation sent to
Anne Stamm, 9101 Spokane Way, Louisville 40241, for inclusion in her seasonal
reports, or to the Secretary of the KBRC, Burt Monroe, P.O. Box 23447,
Anchorage 40223.
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MID-WINTER BIRD COUNTS
1991-1992
Reports of 24 counts were received from across the state. A total of 117
species was recorded on count days, 104 of which are represented on the table.
Those species observed on count days that are not represented on the table
include: one Great Egret (Warsaw), one Greater White-fronted Goose (Land
Between the Lakes), one Redhead (Burlington), one Golden Eagle (Land Be
tween the Lakes), one Merlin (Bernheim Forest), one Peregrine Falcon (Dan
ville), one Ruffed Grouse (Perry County), one Dunlin (Lexington), one lesser
Black-backed Gull (Land Between the Lakes), one Common Barn-Owl (Lexing
ton), one Long-eared Owl (Louisville), one Northern Saw-whet Owl (Perry
County), and one White-winged Crossbill (Bernheim Forest). Another bird of
interest observed during the count period but not on count day was an Oldsquaw
(Louisville). There were 12 fewer species observed this year compared with last.
The observations listed here are based on reports submitted to the editor of The
Kentucky Warbler. Because unusual sightings are not subjected to formal peer
review, they must be considered tentative pending further review. If you submitted
a record of an unusual sighting you are encouraged to report such sightings to
the Kentucky Bird Records Committee Secretary, Burt L. Monoe, Jr., P.O. Box
23447, Anchorage 40223.
The average daytime temperature remained near the 40 degree mark through
out the count period with fluctuations ranging from 17®F to 58°F. Although the
variety of waterfowl was good, the numbers, similar to last year, remained down
compared with previous years. Perhaps the mild weather was responsible for
the lack of movement from the north. The number of loons and mergansers
were back to levels more normal compared with the unusually high numbers
last year. American Robins were everywhere and in very high numbers. Other
birds appeared to be in usual abundance and species that lingered last year
because of mild temperatures were not found this year.
Although questionable in scientific value because of the nature of the way
the Mid-winter Bird Counts are conducted, observations of several long term
trends need to be mentioned. Once again, no large blackbird-starling roosts
were encountered in count areas. The number of Eastern Bluebirds continued to
increase, and more so this year compared with last years increase, perhaps due
to a long string of fairly mild winters. Loggerhead Shrike numbers also increased
which is an encouraging sign. House Finch numbers were markedly increased
over last year's numbers, bringing their numbers back up to those of previous
years. However, House Sparrow and Purple Finch numbers which also declined
markedly last year remained at low levels. For other observations of interest see
the additional comments section for each count.
Thanks are sincerely extended to all participants, particularly those who
submitted verification forms for unusual sightings and those who included
interesting comments about their counts.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center
Douglas Cemetery.) Habitat 20% lake shore and streams, 20% deciduous and
pine woods, 25% urban and residential and 35% pastures and open fields. Dec.
28; 6:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Overcast/heavy fog; temp. 42®F to 44®F; wind SE,
0-2 m.p.h. Light rain in the p.m.
Sixteen observers in 9 parties. Total party-hours 59 (24.5 on foot, 34.5 by
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car). Total party-miles 348 (30 on foot, 318 by car). Total species 84; total
individuals 8,430.
Observers: Rich Beam, Wally Brines, Gerald Carter, Hap Chambers (com
piler), Joe Tom Erwin, Willard Gray, Bob Head, Rick Hokans, Sally Leedom,
Mike Miller, Carl Mowery, Clell Peterson, Lawrence Philpot, LuAnne Philpot,
Shari Sherwood and Tommy Sherwood.
LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle,
center Pisgah Bay Picnic Ground.) Habitat lake and stream shores 40%, decidu
ous and pine woods 22%, overgrown and cultivated fields 28% and residential
and small business 10%. Dec. 14: 6:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Sky clear; temp. 38°F
to 52°F; wind SW/NW, 5-25 m.p.h.
Twenty five observers in 9 parties. Total party-hours 54.25 (24.75 on foot,
29.25 by car). Total party-miles 342 (23 on foot, 319 by car). Total species 90;
total individuals 17,107.
Observers: Wally Brines, Richard Cassell, Happy Chambers, Jack Dodd,
Lorine Dodd, Melissa Easley, Joe Tom Erwin, Dan Frisk, Richard Healy, Bob
Head, Nita Head, Rick Hokans, Sharon Hutchinson, Ruth Jacquot, Carl Mowery
(compiler), Tim Neville, Clell Peterson, Lawrence Philpot, Lou Ann Philpot, Ed
Ray, Sherry Sherwood, Tom Sherwood, Julie Smith, Ken Smith, Steve White.
Additional comments: Unusually warm temperatures and recent rains,
causing the lake levels to rise, kept individual numbers lower than expected.
The White-fronted Goose had been in the LBL for some time before count day
and was spotted at Hematite Lake (CM, TN).
MARION (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Forest Grove.)
Habitat river bottom, hilly open fields and woods. Dec. 29; 6:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 42''F to 44''F; wind NW, calm.
Two observers in 2 parties. Total party-hours 18 (15 on foot, 3 by car).
Total party-miles 28 (4 on foot, 24 by car). Total species 44; total individuals
3,832.
Observers: C. L. Frazer (compiler) and Jim Frazer.
Additional comments: Three stops were made along the Ohio River and no
ducks, geese, eagles, Ospreys nor shorebirds were spotted. The seven Wild Turkeys
represented two toms and five hens.
SORGHO (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Ky. 279-S and
Audubon Parkway.) Habitat fields, ditches. Green River, backyard feeder and
thickets. Dec. 28; 8:45 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Sky cloudy, misty and rain; temp. 40''F
to 44''F; wind N, 5 m.p.h.
Twelve observers in 6 parties. Total party-hours 57 (13 on foot, 44 by
car). Total party-miles 131 (13 on foot, 118 by car). Total species 56; total
individuals 9,284.
One hundred acres generally included on walks were covered by backwater,
several roads were under backwater, thus territory was limited.
Observers: Joe Ford, Neal Hayden, Jan Howard, John Humphrey, Bert Powell
Millie Powell, Philippe Roca, Lee Stevenson, Thomas Stevenson, Marilee Thomp
son, Ed Wilson (compiler) and Elinor Wilson.
YELVINGTON (points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Kentucky
Highway 405 and junction at Route 662 at Yelvington, Ky.) Habitat Ohio River
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Bottoms, Daviess County Fish and Game Farm — fence rows and roadside ditches.
Dec. 21; 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Sky overcast; temp. 42°F to 45''F; wind NW,
5-10 m.p.h. Threatening to rain.
Nine observers in 5 parties in a.m. — 3 in p.m. Total party-hours 23
(5 on foot, 18 by car). Total party-miles 39 (9 on foot, 30 by car). Total species
64; total individuals 1,477.
Maudie Ray and Millie Powell also covered the feeders in the Ray and
Powell yards, respectively.
This count has shown a decline in the numbers of birds. Again, a small
number of species of waterfowl was observed. The greatest concentration of
species and numbers was at the feeders of Ray, Thompson and Powell. The
Wild Turkey was found in a large pine forest behind the Ray house. Although
only one Northern Bobwhite was found on count day, Mrs. Maudie Ray found
a covey of 20 or more behind their house {i.e., same place as the Wild Turkeys)
on 22 December.
Observers: Mike Brown, Tony Eaden, Jan Howard, Donna Philips, A. L.
Powell (compiler), Millie Powell, Marvin Ray, Maudie Ray, Bob Stocking and
Mary Lee Thompson.
HANCOCK COUNTY (all points within a 15-miIe diameter circle, center
Patesville.) Habitat woodland, open fields, creek bottom and pond. Dec. 27; 7:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Sky partly sunny; temp. 35°F to 48°F; wind NE at 7-10 m.p.h.
Three observers in 1 party. Total party-hours 8 (7 on foot, 1 by car). Total
party-miles 17 (7 on foot, 10 by car). Total species 23; total individuals 131.
The highlight of the trip was finding the red phase Eastern Screech-Owl.
Observers: Roseann Radzelovage (compiler), Walter Radzelovage and David
Sanders.
PARADISE (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center at Hopewell
Cemetery in southern Ohio County.) Habitat 30% grasslands, 20% woodlands,
20% farmland, 20% brushy edges and fields, 10% lakes and streams. Jan. 1; 5:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sky mostly clear; temp. 26''F to 50''F; wind variable, 0-10
m.p.h. Most water open.
Six observers in 4 parties. Total party-hours 31 (18 on foot, 13 by car).
Total party-miles 152 (7 on foot, 145 by car). Total species 72; total individuals
10,595.
Poor weather conditions on December 29 resulted in a hasty rescheduling
o£ the count to New Year's Day; it was thought this would help participation
also, but only 6 observers were able to take part. The weather was optimal with
sunshine and warm temperatures, but the species total was lower than the last
two years, in large part due to the lack of waterfowl; Canada's were the only
geese seen, and only five species of ducks were located. Raptor numbers were
definitely lower on the mines this winter; totals for Northern Harriers, Rough-
legged Hawks and Short-eared Owls were all below previous years. Most high
lights on the list were probably a result of the mild weather experienced so
far this winter and included two Wood Ducks, a flock of Wild Turkeys, an
Eastern Phoebe and seven Ruby-crowned Kinglets.
Observers: Jane Bell, Pat Bell, Kathryn Clay, Richard Healy, Jr., Brainard
Palmer-Ball, Jr. (compiler) and Joyce Porter.
BOWLING GREEN (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center
Three Springs, six miles south of Bowling Green. Habitat deciduous forests 20%,
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fields and pastures 70% and town and parks 10%. Dec. 14; 6:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. Sky cloudy to clear; temp. 43 to 40''F; wind NW, 20 m.p.h.
Six observers in 2 parties. Total party-hours 12 (10 on foot, 2 by car).
Total party-miles 77 (7 on foot, 70 by car). Total species 51; total individuals
2,150.
The blustery winds reduced the bird activity. House Finches continue to
increase in number, and Purple Finches decline.
Observers: Joe Allen, Lloyd Curry, Blaine Ferrell, Bill MatHes, Ruth Mathes
and H. E. Shadowen (compiler).
MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK (center and habitat as described
in 1980.) Dec. 15; 6:45 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Sky clear; temp. 23®F to 45®F; NW,
calm in a.m. to 20 m.p.h. in p.m.
Two observers in 1 party. Total party-hours 7.75 (4 on foot, 3.75 by car).
Total party-miles 38 (6 on foot, 32 by car). Total species 35; total individuals
1,435.
The adult Bald Eagle on Nolin River adjacent to First Creek Lake was the
highlight of the count, especially since it was viewed from the ridge above.
Despite the good crop of cedar cones, not many Cedar Waxwings were present.
It was interesting to find House Finches feeding on the cedars. A large roost
of American Robins was dispersing at the beginning of the count and wave
after wave passed over us.
Observers; Lloyd Curry and Blaine Ferrell (compiler).
GLASGOW (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center as described
in 1986.) Habitat as previously described in 1986. Jan. 1; 6:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Sky clear; temp. 35®F to 45®F; wind calm, 0-5 m.p.h.
Twenty three observers in 22 parties (19 feeder watchers). Total party-
hours 56 (53.5 on foot, 2.5 by car). Total party-miles 52 (4.5 on foot, 47.5 by
car). Total species 46; total individuals 1,808.
Observers: Alice Carner, Elsie Crouch, Osa Lee Follis, Marquita Gillenwater
(compiler), Frances Goodman, Anne Harbison, Buck Jones, Frances Jones,
Howard Jones, Arlene Lapham, Doris Ledendecker, Doris McKinley, Billie M.
Moore, Elaine Murphy, Ruth Owen, Emma Jean Patrick, Melba Richardson, Bill
Rodgers, Elizabeth Rogers, Russell Starr, Helen Tinsley, Mary F. Whiteside
and Jennie York.
FALLS OF THE ROUGH (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle,
center at the intersection of Ky. Hwy. 54 and U.S. Hwy. 79 at Short Creek,
Kentucky in Grayson County). Habitat woodlands, open fields. Rough River
Lake, corn fields, yard feeders, river bottoms and ponds. Dec. 15; 5:00 a.m. to
3:45 p.m. Sky clear a.m., thin strato-cirrus p.m.; temp. H^F to 45®F; wind
calm a.m. to 20-25 m.p.h. p.ni.
Four observers in 2 parties. Total party-hours 11.75 (2 on foot, 9.75 by
car). Total party-miles 119 (3 on foot, 116 by car). Total species 45; total
individuals 1,138.
Observers: Brenda Eaden, Tony Eaden, Janet Howard, Joyce Porter (com
piler).
HART COUNTY (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Crad-
dock Road and Geralds Lane.) Habitat woods, fields. Green River, and a 100
acre pond. Dec. 30; 6:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Sky overcast; temp. SS^F to 37''F;
wind calm. Occasional drizzle; damp day.
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Six observers in 1 party. Total party-hours 10.5 (5 on foot, 5.5 by car).
Total party-miles 50 (5 on foot, 45 by car). Total species 50; total individuals
1,793.
Observers: Bruce Bardin, Lloyd Curry, Carol Friedman, Steve Kistler (com
piler), Cap Middleton, and Mitchell Sturgeon.
GREEN RIVER LAKE (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center
Green River Lake Memorial Church.) Habitat Green River Lake, Taylor County
Sportsman Lake, Green River, pine woods, mixed woods, overgrown fields,
mowed fields and feeders. Dec. 26; 5:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Sky clear to partly
cloudy; temp. 26°F to 52°F; wind S, 0-5 m.p.h. Other weather comments: Water
in lakes was clear, open and calm.
Three observers in 2 parties. Total party-hours 17 (11 on foot, 6 by car).
Total party-miles 82 (6 on foot, 76 by car). Total species 52; total individuals 934.
Owling took place between 5:00 a.m. and 6:30 a.m. Early in the morning
everything was covered by a very heavy frost, even well up into the tress. Two
buteo sp., 1 accipiter sp. and 14 gull sp. were also observed on the count day.
Observers: Lloyd Curry (compiler), Richie Kessler and Jim Shoopman.
OTTER CREEK PARK (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center
as described in 1972), Habitat brushy fields 22%, woodlands 30%, farmland
34%, ponds, creeks and river 14%. Dec. 22; 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sky overcast
all day; temp. SS'F to 47''F; wind S, 6-7 m.p.h.i Dense fog until 11:30 a.m.,
misting in the morning.
Thirteen observers in 5 parties. Total party-hours 40 (30 on foot, 10 by
car.) Total party-miles 176.5 (22.5 on foot, 154 by car). Total species 61; total
individuals 11,519.
The count of species was below normal and may, in part, be attributed to
the dense fog in the morning. Doe Valley Lake was entirely devoid of waterfowl.
Comparing the 1991 figures with those of 1990, we find that there was a noticeable
decrease in the number of sparrows, particularly the Field, Swamp, White-
crowned and the Song Sparrow; an increase in the Eastern Bluebird, European
Starling, Red-winged Blackbird, Rusty Blackbird, Common Grackle and the
House Finch.
Observers: Janet Aylward, Mary B. Bauer, Kathryn Clay, Katie Fulkerson,
Frank H. KruII, John Krull, Tom Jackson, Tim Love, Fred Mansmith, Lene
Rauth, Helga Schutte, Anne L. Stamm (compiler) and Frederick W. Stamm.
BERNHEIM FOREST (center and habitat as described in 1974.) Dec. 28;
5:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 39''F to 44®F; wind SE, 0-10 m.p.h.
Intermittent light showers and drizzle all day.
Twelve observers in 6 parties. Total party-hours 38 (20 on foot, 18 by car).
Total party-miles 205 (13 on foot, 192 by car). Total species 68; total individuals
22,571.
Intermittent light showers and drizzle fell throughout the day, but the
species total (68) is near the count record (72 in 1985-86). Two very rare birds
were observed: a male White-winged Crossbill was found with a large flock of
Pine Siskins inside the Forest (JB, PB) and a male Merlin was found in rural
Bullitt County near Solitude and photographed (TL, MP). Both birds were
relocated the following day by six observers, fully corroborating the reports.
Other noteworthy observations included the Rough-legged Hawk, a Brown
Thrasher and two Pine Warblers. Raptors were below average in numbers,
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probably in large part due to the weather, but blackbirds were found in count
record numbers. Other high counts included Red-headed Woodpecker (8),
Horned Lark (250), Carolina Wren (87) and American Robin (1273).
Observers: Jane Bell, Pat Bell, Dona Coates, Lloyd Curry, Jackie Elmore,
Bradford Elmore, Richard Healy, Jr., Tim Love, Brainard Palmer-Ball, Jr. (com
piler), Don Parker, Martha Pike and Tony Smith.
LOUISVILLE (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center jet. Hwys.
42 and 22, as described in 1972.) Habitat as described in 1972. Dec. 15; 7:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sky partly cloudy to cloudy; temp. 25° to 39®F; wind W, 5-20
m.p.h. Wind increasing in the p.m.
Thirty observers in 10 parties. Total party-hours 88.5 (43.5 on foot, 45 by
car). Total party-miles 456 (39 on foot, 417 by car). Total species 86; total
individuals 15,407.
Numbers of birds continue to remain low, primarily due once again to
lack of any local blackbird-starling roost. High counts were established for
Wood Duck (237), Hooded Merganser (38) and House Finch (490), the latter
species continuing its dramatic population explosion. A Long-eared Owl was
found by Mike Stinson and Fred Mansmith, a new species for the Louisville
count. Also, one accipiter sp. was seen on the count day.
Observers: Garrett Adams, Janet Aylward, Mary Bauer, Jane Bell, Pat Bell,
Kathryn Clay, Dona Coates, S. A. Figg, Adrienne Hardesty, Tom Jackson, Frank
Krull, Sr., Frank Krull, Jr., John Krull, Tim Love, Fred Mansmith, Burt Monroe,
Jr. (compiler), Burt Monroe III, Mark Monroe, Dot Muntan, Doxie Noonan,
J. R. Noonan, Martha Pike, Lene Rauth, Ginny Rommel, Helga Schutte, Anne
Stamm, F. W. Stamm, Mike Stinson, Midge Susie, Scottie Theiss, (Beckham Bird
Club).
SHELBYVILLE (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center .75 miles
south of U.S. 60 and Guist Creek Lake on KY Highway 714.) Habitat elevation
640'-1190', farm land, fallow land, residential, wooded and grassland. Dec. 29:
7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Overcast, raining and foggy; temp. 40''F to 47''F; wind W,
10 m.p.h. Visibility was poor the entire day.
Two observers in I party. Total party-hours 10.5 (1 on foot, 9.5 by car).
Total party-miles 140 (1 on foot, 139 by car). Total species 44; total individuals
1,866.
Observers; Iris Brown and W. H. Brown (compiler).
Additional comments: No large concentrations of birds were seen.
FRANKFORT (center as described in 1972.) Habitat as described in 1977.
Dec, 14; 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sky cloudy; temp. 33°F to 54°F; wind WNW,
10-39 m.p.h. Some drizzle in a.m.; extremely windy.
Fifteen observers in 9 parties. Total party-hours 51 (25.75 on foot, 25.25
by car). Total party-miles 249 (19 on foot, 239 by car). Total species 54; total
individuals 3,800.
Food was abundant.
Observers: Brian Baker, James Derryberry, Margaret Derryberry, Peggy
Derryberry (compiler), James Durell, Scott Hankla, Eric Harrod, Jeff Jones,
Susan Laurenson, Bill Mailfald, Carole Mailfald, Susan Taylor, Virginia Honaker,
Debbie Williams and Tim Williams.
KLEBER WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA (center and habitat as
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described in 1977.) Dec. 28; 7:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sky cloudy; temp, 37°F to
45°F; wind NE, 0-6 m.p.h. Intermittent rain with some fog.
Food was scarce with some blackberry, beggar weed, rose hips and acorns.
Six observers in 4 parties. Total party-hours 32.25 (17.50 on foot, 14.75 by
car.) Total party-miles 198.5 (17 on foot, 181.5 by car). Total species 43; total
individuals 4,547.
Observers: W. H. Brown, Margaret Derryberry, Peggy Derryberry (compiler),
James Durell, Eric Harrod, Tim Towles.
LEXINGTON (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center East
Hickman Church and Tates Creek Road.) Habitat farmland and residential. Dec.
14; 7:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sky cloudy. 52°F to SS'F; wind S, 15 m.p.h.
Thirty seven observers in 8 parlies. Total party-hours 150 (12 on foot, 138
by car). Total party-miles 275 (22 on foot, 253 by car). Total species 88; total
individuals 33,802.
There was lots of food. There were many robins and starlings. House Finch
numbers were up, whereas, House Sparrow numbers were down.
Observers: Brad Andres, Sarah Andres, Earl Boggs, Rose Canon, Manton
Comette, Ruth Davis, Phylis Deal, Edward Demoll, Howard Faulconer, Lyda
Feck, Line Fisch, Michael Flynn, Jean Flynn, Lulu Kirkland, Terri Koontz,
Betty Maxson, Robert L. Morris (compiler), Ruth Morton, Sam Osborne,
Father David Powers, Glenn Raliegh, Art Ricketts, Tina Ricketts, Sam Ritchie,
Ed Seller, Lewis Shain, Richard Stofer, Jr., Mrs. Richard Stofer, Jr., Mary Strong,
Marie Siitton, Dave Svetich, Andrew Uterhart, Marion Uterhart, Sally Wasie-
lewski, Jim Williams, Jim Wilson and Bernice Wood.
DANVILLE (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Boyle
County Courthouse.) Habitat water/edge 11%, urban 3%, cultivated 12%,
field/fence 50%, wooded/edge 23% and feeder 1%. Dec. 14; 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Sky cloudy a.m., clear p.m.; temp. 55°F to 40®F; wind W, 25 m.p.h.
Twenty-one observers in 8 parties. Total party-hours 50.5 (9.75 on foot,
40.75 by car). Total party-miles 414 (18 on foot, 396 by car). Total species 72;
total individuals 21,097.
In addition, six hawk sp. and 19 sparrow sp. were observed on the count day.
Observers: Ed Caldwell, Lois Corcoran, Robert Corcoran, Neil Eklund
(compiler), Virginia Eklund, JoAnn Hamm, Michael Hamm, Tom Kearns, J. W.
Kemper, Charles Kohler, F. W. Loetscher, Tom McKune, Mark Monroe, Jack
Newton, John B. Nichols, Robert Pendygraft, Herb Petitjean, Margaret Rimstidt,
Rose Roessler, Joe Russell, Charles Vahlkamp.
BURLINGTON (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center at Camp
Michaels near Union, KY.) Habitat woodland and forest edge 30%, farmland
and fields 30%, streams and river 35% and residential 5%. Dec. 21; 7:00 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. Sky overcast; temp. 36°F to 39''F; wind NE, 0-10 m.p.h. Steady
light rain persisted throughout the day. All water was open.
Twelve observers in 5 parties. Total party-hours 34.5 (14.5 on foot, 20
by car). Total party-miles 201 (8 on foot, 193 by car). Total species 65; total
individuals 2,794.
Steady rain kept overall numbers low, while species diversity remained
high, in part due to the mild winter to date. Wild Turkeys appear to be well
established in the area.
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Observers: Brenda Bellamy, John Bellamy, Vivian Brun, Joe Caminiti, Joey
Caminiti, Kathy Caminiti, Elaine Carroll, Lonnie Fields, Frank Lewandowski,
Lee McNeely (compiler). Carmen Schulte and Gilbert Zembrodt. Feeder watchers
were Pat Carroll, Marjorie Hill and Lynda McNeely.
WARSAW (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Gallatin
County Courthouse.) Habitat river and shore 35%, open field and farmland 30%,
woodland and forest edge 30% and residential 5%. Dec. 21; 7:10 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Sky cloudy to overcast; temp. 37°F to 40''F; wind W, 5-15 m.p.h. Lakes,
ponds and streams were partially frozen.
Eight observers in 3 parties. Total party-hours 23 (8 on foot, 15 by car).
Total party-miles 249 (2 on foot, 247 by car). Total species 67; total individuals
4,185.
Highlights included Common Loon, Great Egret, 11 species of waterfowl,
72 Black Vultures and large numbers of gulls. One dark-phase Red-tailed Hawk
was seen.
Observers: Joe Caminiti, Kathy Caminiti, Granville Carey, Darlena Graham,
Lee McNeely (compiler), Brainard Palmer-Ball, Jr., Tommy Stephens and
Deborah White.
PERRY COUNTY (all points within a 15-mile diameter circle, center Sam
Campbell's Branch, Perry County.) Habitat wooded uplands with open areas.
Dec. 27; 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m. Sky overcast; temp. 20'F to 35°F; wind calm.
One observer in 1 party. Total party-hours 16 (14 on foot, 2 by car). Total
party-miles 25. Total species 41; total individuals 542.
Observers: Don Spencer (compiler).
BOOK REVIEW
BIRDS OF THE SMOKIES, by Fred J. Alsop, III. Copyright by Great
Smoky Mountains Natural History Association, Gatlinburg, TN. 37738. 168 pp.,
S9.95 plus $2.50 for postage and mailing. 1991.
Many K.O.S. members have become acquainted with Dr. Alsop through his
excellent illustrated lectures at our annual meetings. We now have further
evidence of his ornithological knowledge and photographic ability. The reader
is introduced to Great Smoky Mountains National Park by a brief but adequate
description of the Park, its habitats, seasons, trails, poisonous plants and animals,
and a map of the Park showing roads, campgrounds, and picnic areas. The visitor
to the Park is given a "short course" on locating birds (the importance of eleva
tion, time of day, and season of the year), useful equipment (binoculars, tele
scopes, cameras, and literature), and a page of tips on photographing birds.
Mnemonics (words and phrases representing the calls and songs of birds) are
given for many of the species to assist in identification. A drawing of bird
topography is provided by artist Ray Harm.
Most of the text consists of descriptions and photographs of 100 selected
species and includes common and scientific names, length in both inches and
centimeters, and a unique chart for each species showing the elevation and time
of year to expect each species. For example, the Winter Wren is found at eleva
tions above 4,500 feet in summer and below 3,000 feet in winter. Following is
part of the description provided for the Kentucky Warbler: "a fairly common
to common summer resident in deciduous woodlands below 3,500 feet. It arrives
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in the park around the third week of April and departs around the third week
of September. It is a bird of deep forests and prefers the moister slopes and
ravines. Much of its time is spent on or close to the ground and the nest is
placed on the forest floor."
Alsop includes his personal checklist of 238 species and a section entitled
"Birder's Dozen" consisting of 12 species most often inquired about and where
ihey may be found in the Park. His checklist includes symbols showing relative
abundance and season or seasons of the year when each is found in the Park.
Fifty-two species on his checklist are considered rare and thus not expected to
be seen. He also describes two of his favorite birding trips in the Park, self-
guiding nature trails, and birding at night and species you may encounter.
The author states that "the purpose of this book is to help further your
enjoyment of birds" and "not intended to be used as a field guide." Readers will
discover that the photographs and descriptions of identifying features, songs,
behavior, and habitat make it an excellent field guide for the 100 described
species. Differentiating characteristics are provided for similar species (Common
Raven and American Crow, Black-capped Chickadee and Carolina Chickadee,
etc.). An additional field guide will be needed for those species not described
and illustrated. Interesting information is provided on the etymological origin of
some common names and the meaning of many scientific names which may
pertain to structural features, habits, or habitats.
Some may have the tendency to overlook this publication because of its
small pocket size (4Vi x 6 x Vi"). No space is squandered on flowery descrip
tions and verbose wandering; it is packed with information about birds and
birding in one particular region of the United States. I was impressed not only
with the species descriptions and photography but also with the construction
which is important in flexible-backed books designed for field use. I tested the
waterproof, tearproof cover and the Smythe sewn binding and was pleased with
its durability. I now look forward to returning one day to the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park with this publication, taking some of the suggested
field trips, and searching for some of my favorite bird species.
— H. E. SHADOWEN, Biology Department, Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101.
NEWS AND VIEWS
FIELD TRIPS
SATURDAY, 4 April 1992 7:00 a.m.-? CST. Western Kentucky, Reelfoot
Lake area, Hickman flood wall, Columbus-Belmont State Park are all possibilities
for an interesting day of birding. Bring a sack lunch and meet at McDonalds on
U.S. 60 off 12th Street in Murray, Kentucky. Leader: Carl Mowery (606-753-
9371)
SUNDAY, 3 May 1992 9:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m. EST at the Minor E. Clark
Fish Hatchery — for waders, spring migrants and summer residents. Meet at the
administration building parking lot on U.S. 60 at Farmer, Kentucky near
Morehead. For more information call the party leader. (Cave Run Lake is a
possibility for the afternoon.) Leader: Fred Busroe (606-784-5661)
MONITORING OUR NEOTROPICAL MIGRANTS
The dramatic declines of many species of woodland birds that migrate to
the tropics have caused concern for monitoring population changes. I hope to
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run counts in Cumberland Gap Natural Historical Park where counts made in
1978 and 1979 on 40 miles of trail and published in the Kentucky Warbler (56:
43-55, 1980) form a base for comparison. There is also a plan to initiate counts
in the Red River Gorge. Other possibilities include the Big South Fork National
Recreational Area, Mammoth Cave National Park and perhaps other areas.
The extent of the project will depend upon the availability of volunteers who
have good hearing, know the songs and call notes of woodland birds and enjoy
long hikes on woodland trails.
I propose to make counts along substantial sections of trail, perhaps 5 to
10 miles. This would give large enough samples for statistically meaningful data
on changes. Our first efforts would center around the weekend of May 23-24,
1992, whh June 6-7 as a rain date. Since late May would have most of the
transients on their way farther north already gone, but singing falls off rather
dramatically after the first week in June, we have a rather small window of
time for doing this project. For our first effort I would hope to make counts
on Saturday and exactly repeat the procedure the next day. This would give us
a measure of variance within counts and would be important for our statistical
analysis of results. I would hope that we would publish our results about every
five years.
People interested in helping with this project should contact Wayne H.
Davis, School of Biological Sciences, University-of Kentucky, Lexington 40506.
Phone; (606-257-1828 at work, 606-277-4330 at home).
VSO FORAY TO BE IN LEE COUNTY, VIRGINIA
The Virginia Ornithological Society will be sponsoring a breeding bird survey
in" Lee County, Virginia June 16-21, 1992. Headquarters will be the Ramada
Inn, Duffield, Virginia.
. A VSO foray is a 5-day period of intensive field work in a selected area.
If you would be interested in participating in any part of the foray period,
please contact the foray director, John Dalmas at 520 Rainbow Forest Drive,
Lynchbiirg, Virginia 24502 or (804) 239-2730.
K.O.S. SPRING MEETING
The spring meeting of the Kentucky Ornithological Society will be held on
April 24-26, 1992 at the Executive Inn Rivermont, Owensboro, Kentucky. Those
members interested in making a presentation at the Friday evening program
should contact Fred Busroe, Department of Biological and Environmental
Sciences, Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky 40351.
